Control of Optical Transitions with Magnetic Fields in Weakly Bound Molecules
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In weakly bound diatomic molecules, energy levels are closely spaced and thus more susceptible to mixing by magnetic fields than in the constituent atoms. We use this effect to control the strengths of forbidden optical transitions in $^{88}\text{Sr}_2$ over 5 orders of magnitude with modest fields by taking advantage of the intercombination-line threshold. The physics behind this remarkable tunability is accurately explained with both a simple model and quantum chemistry calculations, and suggests new possibilities for molecular clocks. We show how mixed quantization in an optical lattice can simplify molecular spectroscopy. Furthermore, our observation of formerly inaccessible $f$-parity excited states offers an avenue for improving theoretical models of divalent-atom dimers.

Transitions between quantum states are the basis for spectroscopy and the heart of atomic clocks. The ability to access a transition experimentally depends on the transition mechanism and the states involved. For atoms and molecules, the dominant mechanism is the electric-dipole interaction, and electric-dipole transitions are only allowed between angular-momentum eigenstates with opposing parity that satisfy the rigorous selection rules $\Delta J \equiv J' - J = 0, \pm 1$ and $\Delta m \equiv m' - m = 0, \pm 1$ (but $\Delta J \neq 0$ if $J = 0$), where $J$ and $m$ are the total and projected angular momentum quantum numbers, and primes refer to the higher-energy states. Accessible transitions that are forbidden by these rules or the additional rules that arise, for example, from molecular symmetries, are of great interest because they are associated with long-lived quantum states and enable precision measurements such as parity-violation experiments [1–4]. Forbidden transitions are central to atomic time keeping and have been extensively researched in order to advance the state of the art [5,6].

In this Letter, we demonstrate how the control of forbidden transitions with applied magnetic fields is greatly enhanced by the dense level structure of molecules as compared to atoms. We use modest fields of a few tens of gauss to not only enable strongly forbidden transitions, but yield transition strengths comparable to allowed transitions. In contrast, several million gauss would be needed to achieve the same results using the atoms that form these molecules. The physics that enables this tuning of transition strengths by 5 orders of magnitude also leads to highly nonlinear Zeeman shifts which we precisely measure. We explain our observations with an intuitive as well as a rigorous theoretical model, and suggest how they may be used to improve such models and to engineer an optical molecular clock.

Figure 1 illustrates the process of magnetically enabling a forbidden transition in $^{88}\text{Sr}_2$ molecules near the atomic $^1S_0 - ^3P_1$ intercombination line. While the physics responsible for the effect is not unique to $^{88}\text{Sr}_2$, this narrow ($\sim 10$ kHz) optical transition allows us to (i) spectroscopically address very weakly bound molecules where the energy level density and the magnetic moment are large, and (ii) trap and probe the molecules in an optical lattice without spectral broadening and thus attain sensitivity to
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FIG. 1 (color online). A magnetically enabled forbidden molecular transition. (a) Admixing of excited states by an applied static magnetic field $B$ (slanted arrows). Near the $^1S_0 + ^3P_1$ asymptote, two molecular potentials, $1_u$ and $0_u^+$, are optically accessible from the ground state, $X^1\Sigma_g^+$. States with odd $J'$ are of both $1_u$ and $0_u^+$ character because of nonadiabatic Coriolis coupling [7]. This coupling is not essential to this work, and only admixing of $1_u$ states is shown for clarity. (b) An optical transition from $J = 0$ to $J' = 2$ is forbidden (dashed vertical arrow), while to $J' = 1$ is allowed (solid vertical arrow). With an applied field, the forbidden transition becomes allowed because of admixing with the $J' = 1$ state.
transition strengths. Starting from a ground state with \( J = 0 \), a transition to an excited state with \( J' = 1 \) is allowed (solid arrow in Fig. 1). A transition to \( J' = 2 \), in contrast, is forbidden (dashed arrow). However, applying a static magnetic field couples the excited states (blue arrows), making the energy eigenstates no longer angular-momentum eigenstates. Thus, the excited state originally described by \( J' = 2 \) acquires a \( J' = 1 \) component that now satisfies the selection rules for a transition from \( J = 0 \). In this way, applying a magnetic field enables the forbidden transition with \( \Delta J = 2 \).

We measured this variation of transition strengths with an applied magnetic field \( B \) for ultracold \(^{88}\text{Sr}_2\) in an optical lattice. The experimental apparatus follows Refs. [7,8]. The results are arranged by increasing \(|\Delta J|\) in Fig. 2. As shown, moderate magnetic fields are able to strongly control the strength of transitions between ground- and excited-state molecules near the intercombination line. We are able to drive forbidden transitions with \(|\Delta J|\) up to 3 and to control transition strengths over 5 orders of magnitude to nearly reach the allowed transition strengths.

Our data are supported the theoretical calculations shown in Fig. 2 (curves). Qualitatively, we explain these observations as follows. Consider a transition between a ground state \(|\gamma\rangle\) and an excited state \(|\mu\rangle\). The strength of this transition is proportional to the square \(|\Omega_{\gamma\mu}|^2\) of the Rabi frequency \(\Omega_{\gamma\mu} = \langle\gamma|H_c|\mu\rangle/\hbar\), where \(H_c\) is the electric-dipole interaction Hamiltonian and \(\hbar\) is the reduced Planck constant. Applying a static magnetic field perturbs the states and thus the strength of the transition. To first order in the field strength \(B\), the excited state becomes

\[
|\mu(B)\rangle \approx |\mu(0)\rangle + \sum_{\nu \neq \mu} \left( \frac{B}{B_{\mu\nu}} \right) |\nu(0)\rangle,
\]

where the characteristic magnetic fields \(B_{\mu\nu} = (E_\mu - E_\nu)/\langle \mu(0)|H_Z|\nu(0)\rangle\) give the admixing per unit \(B\) for the pairs of states with energies \(E_\mu\) and \(E_\nu\), and the sum is over all states that couple to \(|\mu\rangle\) via the Zeeman interaction \(H_Z = \mu_B (g_I L + g_S S) \cdot B\) [7]. The field \(B = B_z\) defines our quantization axis, and \(H_Z\) couples states with \(\Delta m = 0\) and \(\Delta J = 0, \pm 1\) (but \(\Delta J \neq 0\) if \(J = 0\)). We assume \(|\gamma(B)\rangle \approx |\gamma(0)\rangle\) because spinless \(^{88}\text{Sr}_2\) molecules in the electronic ground state interact very weakly with the magnetic field.

As a result, the strength of the transition changes with the applied field as

\[
|\Omega_{\gamma\mu}(B)|^2 \approx |\Omega_{\gamma\mu}(0)|^2 + B^2 \sum_{\nu \neq \mu} \frac{\Omega_{\gamma\nu}(0)\Omega_{\mu\nu}(0)}{B_{\mu\nu}}^2 + B \sum_{\nu \neq \mu} \left( \frac{\Omega_{\gamma\nu}(0)\Omega_{\mu\nu}(0)}{B_{\mu\nu}} + \frac{\Omega_{\gamma\nu}(0)\Omega_{\mu\nu}(0)}{B_{\mu\nu}} \right).
\]

FIG. 2 (color online). Magnetic control of molecular transitions in \(^{88}\text{Sr}_2\) near the intercombination line. Points are experimental values and curves are theoretical calculations. The \( \pi \) transitions are between \( X' \Sigma_u^+ (v = -2, J, m) \) ground states and \( 1_u (v = -1, J', m') \) excited states for \( J' = 1, 2, 4 \), or the \( 0_u (v = -3, J', m') \) excited state for \( J' = 3 \) [9]. (a) An allowed transition with \( \Delta J = 0 \) has an “accidentally” forbidden \( m' = 0 \) component that becomes allowed with field, and \( m' = \pm 1 \) components that show field-induced interference from admixing. (b) An allowed transition with \( \Delta J = 1 \) is mostly field insensitive. Its average value is used to normalize the data. (c),(d) Forbidden transitions with \( \Delta J = 2 \) and strengths that vary over 5 orders of magnitude to become comparable to allowed transitions. (e) A highly forbidden transition with \( \Delta J = 3\) enabled by second-order admixing.
For a forbidden transition, the first and last terms are zero, so the strength will be quadratic in \(B\) if \(|\mu|\) admixes with a state \(|\nu\rangle\) for which the transition would be allowed. This is what we observe at low fields in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) and, additionally, in Fig. 2(a) for the “accidentally” forbidden \(m = m' = 0\) component of an allowed transition \[10\]. For allowed transitions, all the terms in Eq. (2) may contribute. The first term is field insensitive and dominates in Fig. 2(b). The third term is linear with \(B\) and represents the destructive or constructive interference that we observe with \(m = m' = \pm 1\) components in Fig. 2(a). Finally, the behavior of the highly forbidden transition in Fig. 2(e) is roughly quartic with \(B\), and comes from higher-order admixing beyond this approximate model.

Besides affecting transition strengths, the applied field produces highly nonlinear Zeeman shifts of the excited states, as shown in Fig. 3. We observe shifts up to sixth order in \(B\), well beyond the quadratic shifts reported previously for \(^{88}\text{Sr}_2\) or similar dimers \([7,11,12]\), and find good agreement with calculations as shown in Table I. We parametrize these shifts as the sum of linear and nonlinear terms \[7\]

\[
\Delta E_b = g(v', J')\mu_B m'B + \sum_{n>1} q_n(v', J', m')\mu_B B^n, \tag{3}
\]

where \(\mu_B\) is the Bohr magneton. Here, the binding energies \(E_b\) are negative, so positive shifts make molecules less bound. The sum extends over the fewest terms needed to summarize the data, following the symmetry \(\Delta E_b(-m', -B) = \Delta E_b(m', B)\). We used pure \(\sigma\) transitions to measure the signs of \(g(v', J')\).

The dense level structure of \(^{88}\text{Sr}_2\) molecules allows the observation of these effects near the intercombination line with significantly lower fields than would be needed for \(^{88}\text{Sr}\) atoms. In atoms, admixing occurs between \(3P_f\) fine structure levels with spacings \(|E_\mu - E_\nu|/\hbar\) of several THz [13,14]. For molecules, admixing occurs between rovibrational levels near the \(^1S_0 + 3P_1\) threshold, with similar magnetic moments but typical spacings of several tens of MHz. As a result, the characteristic mixing fields \(|B_{\mu\nu}| \sim |E_\mu - E_\nu|/\mu_B\) are roughly several million gauss for atoms versus several tens of gauss for molecules. While these fields may be greatly reduced by choosing an atom with hyperfine structure \([15]\) instead of \(^{88}\text{Sr}\), the enhancement with molecules versus atoms will still be present. The enhancement would decrease, however, for more deeply bound molecules as the rovibrational spacings increase. Similar enhancement is expected with Stark-induced transitions using electric fields [16] as are often used in parity-violation experiments [1–4].

We obtained the data in Figs. 2 and 3 using procedures similar to those in Refs. \([7,8]\). For transition strengths, the measured quantity is \(Q \equiv A/(\tau P) = \Omega_{e\mu}(B)^2/(4P)\) \([17]\), where \(A\) is the Lorentzian area of the natural logarithm of an absorption dip, \(\tau\) is the probe exposure time, and \(P\) is the probe beam power. The quantity \(Q = Q(m, m')\) was measured separately for each transition component between initial \(m\) and final \(m'\) quantum numbers, and at different applied fields \(B\), by observing the loss of ground-state molecules by absorption. The final values of \(Q\) were normalized to the average strength of the allowed transition in Fig. 2(b).

To overcome the challenges of quantum-state resolved molecular spectroscopy, we utilized a mixed quantization of the \(J = 2\) ground-state molecules from competing Zeeman shifts and tensor light shifts \([17,20]\). Figure 4 demonstrates this effect, showing how the depletion of a sublevel \(m\) leads to the depletion of other selected sublevels, simulating forbidden transitions with \(|\Delta m| = 2, 4\). This effect arises because the optical lattice has an electric field \(E(t) = E(t)\hat{y}\) linearly polarized orthogonally to \(B = B\hat{z}\) and to the lattice axis \(\hat{x}\) (i.e., the “magic” trapping conditions for a \(^1S_0 - 3P_1\) transition in \(^{88}\text{Sr}\) atoms \([21]\)). The lattice light shift is therefore not diagonal along \(B\), but includes off-diagonal couplings (or “Raman coherences” \([21]\)) between sublevels with \(|\Delta m| = 2\). While the Zeeman shifts \(\Delta E_b\) of the excited states are large enough to suppress these couplings for typical values of \(B\), the couplings are large enough to suppress the small Zeeman shifts of the ground states that are only on the order of a nuclear magneton \([22]\). As a result, the \(J = 2\) ground eigenstates are superpositions of sublevels with even or odd \(m\), as observed in Fig. 4. To correct for these effects, the data in Fig. 2 for transitions starting from \(J = 2\) were multiplied by a correction factor \(R(m)\) after normalization, where \(R(0) = 4/3, R(\pm1) = 2,\) and \(R(\pm2) = 8\), as derived in Ref. \([17]\). The mixed quantization enabled our measurement protocol because it provided molecules with all \(m\) for \(J = 2\), in particular, \(m = \pm 2\) that would be otherwise difficult to create simultaneously. Furthermore, to measure transition strengths, we only needed to count the final
population in two ground-state sublevels \((m = 0\) and \(m = 1\) or \(-1\)) to gather the data in Fig. 2. This was critical at large fields because of the difficulty in individually detecting \(m = \pm 2\) using the transitions available to convert molecules to atoms.

The theoretical model used the most recent electronic potentials for the \(1_u\) and \(0_u^+\) excited states of \(^{88}\text{Sr}_2\) [11], which are based on the original \textit{ab initio} calculations [23], and the empirical potential for the ground state [24]. To reproduce the experimental observations of Zeeman shifts, nine excited-state coupled channels including \(J' = 1\) to 6 were required. Because of the sensitivity to the coupling between the channels, precise measurements of high-order Zeeman shifts as in Table I are useful to test the accuracy of theoretical models [7,11,12]. The calculated coefficients \(q_2\) and \(q_3\) are due to admixing from states with \(|\Delta J'| \leq 1\), \(q_4\) and \(q_5\) with \(|\Delta J'| \leq 2\), and \(q_6\) with \(|\Delta J'| \leq 3\). The signs of \(q_2\) for even and odd \(J'\) are typically opposite because of repulsive second-order perturbative couplings between pairs of states, which we have observed for more states than reported here (Fig. 3 and Ref. [7]).

Our direct observation of \(1_u\) levels with even values of \(J'\) suggests a way to further adjust theoretical models for homonuclear dimers of divalent atoms. These \("f-parity"\) levels are inaccessible by \(s\)-wave photoassociation, and have not been observed previously in experiments with Sr, Yb, or Ca atoms at ultracold temperatures. In contrast, they are accessible in experiments with ultracold molecules. Rovibrational levels with even values of \(J'\) exist only for the \(1_u\) potential, so Coriolis coupling, which mixes \(1_u\) and \(0_u^+\) states for odd \(J'\), is absent for levels with even \(J'\). Indeed, Table I shows that the \(1_u\) levels with even \(J'\) have nearly ideal Hund’s case (c) \(g\) factors [7, \(g \approx 3/[2J'(J' + 1)]\), while those with odd \(J'\) do not. Therefore, precise knowledge of the \(1_u\) levels with even \(J'\) will allow these potentials to be adjusted independently.

The field enabling of strongly forbidden optical transitions demonstrated here could be used to access ultranarrow molecular transitions. Particularly, magnetic tuning of transition strengths to long-lived weakly bound subradiant excited states [8] could enable subhertz optical transitions to \(0_u^+\), possibly between a pair of spinless \(J = 0\) states [13,14]. The \(0_u^+\) and \(1_u\) potentials are omitted from Fig. 1(a) due to their extremely weak coupling to the ground state [8]. Clocks based on molecules can complement atomic clocks, for example, via different sensitivities to fundamental constant variations [25,26].

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the remarkable control of forbidden optical transitions in weakly bound molecules by modest applied magnetic fields. Our
experiments with ultracold $^{88}\text{Sr}_2$ molecules in an optical lattice are sensitive to exceedingly weak transitions owing to narrow intercombination lines, and demonstrate how mixed quantization can aid molecular spectroscopy as well as suggest new approaches to ultraprecise molecular clocks. The measurements of transition strengths and highly nonlinear Zeeman shifts provide a stringent test of state-of-the-art quantum chemistry calculations. The observation of $f$-parity excited-state molecules, in particular, opens new avenues for improvement of future theoretical models for divalent-atom dimers.
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[9] In this work, negative vibrational indices count down from the threshold, e.g., $v = -1$ denotes the least-bound ground state.